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While business and scientific
hurdles will always challenge
drug discovery, exciting

possibilities still exist for pioneering new
therapies and breakthroughs. But it won’t be
easy. Labs and research teams must
simultaneously accelerate innovation, squeeze
out inefficiency and drive down costs. 

Answers to these challenges will likely
come from new technologies and innovation,
and below are a few notable advances that
could have great impact on drug discovery
in the coming years.

Advanced instrumentation
Innovation in analytical technology is
already accelerating discovery in fields such
as proteomics, metabolomics and drug
metabolism. Recent innovation in mass
spectrometry alone has accelerated the pace
of drug discovery and given more scientists
access to greater amounts of data. Where it
once took days or weeks to analyse
compounds, with advanced mass
spectrometry it can now take mere hours.
Greater MS sensitivity, speed and resolution,
for example, are enabling scientists to detect
more than 10,000 proteins in cells in a day,
and researchers in a DMPK lab, for
example, can quantitate and identify
compounds and metabolites in a single
injection to save significant time and cost.
This acceleration could shave years off the
time it takes to bring life-saving drug
therapies to market.

Better software
Advanced instruments can produce data on
a terabyte scale, creating a need for software
that can keep pace and enable easier data

interpretation. In proteomic and
metabolomic studies, for example, the
research time, effort and skill required is
significant. Traditional and time-consuming
multiple reaction monitoring (MRM)
methods are being supplemented and
significantly accelerated with new highly
sensitive mass spectrometers, such as
Thermo Scientific Triple Quads and
Orbitraps, coupled with software that
enables rapid data interpretation. New
software, such as Thermo Scientific
MetQuest for drug metabolism work, can
quickly capture high-resolution accurate-
mass data provided by Orbitrap technology
and make it immediately useable in a lab. As
the technology continues to evolve,
researchers will routinely perform both
quantitative and qualitative analyses in the
same run. 

Innovative techniques
In the area of genomics, the scientific
community is working on new ways to
silence, express and detect gene states.
Genomics is a complex science and
breakthroughs such as RNA interference
(RNAi) are changing the landscape of
experimental biology, with the potential to
someday lead to important therapeutic
applications. In functional genomics, RNAi
is enabling large-scale screening of mutant
phenotypes. It also offers great potential in
therapeutic intervention, especially its ability
to help target pathogens, cancer and
inherited genetic disorders. Likewise, in
agriculture, RNAi may soon make it possible
to grow disease-resistant plants and more
nutritious vegetables. 

Biomedical researchers are also tapping
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the vast potential of RNAi. This widespread
interest led Thermo Fisher Scientific to
organise its ambitious RNAi Global
Initiative, which is designed to increase
teamwork and accelerate the utility of
genome-wide siRNA libraries. Genome-wide
siRNA libraries have the potential to
fundamentally change biological research by
dramatically increasing scientists’ ability to
understand disease mechanisms and
facilitate faster drug discovery and
development. To move this along,
institutions and researchers must share
research protocols, establish experimental
standards and develop mechanisms for
exchanging and comparing screening data.

Stem cells are yet another area showing
promise in drug discovery. With the high
failure rates for late-stage drug candidates,
pharmaceutical and biotech companies are
reassessing their traditional in vitro models
and exploring the use of stem cells. Stem
cells offer researchers cell types that are
more relevant to the drug target and
disease state. This area of pharmaceutical
research is still evolving, but there is
potential for better understanding of
disease mechanisms and identifying and
validating drug targets along with more
effective toxicology screening.
Pharmaceutical companies will continue to
integrate stem cells into their drug
discovery and development programmes
and explore the use of stem cell models in
compound screening, toxicity assessment,
disease modelling and in new target
discovery. To help stimulate growth and
exploration in stem cells, more
government/business partnerships are
necessary. One example, the UK’s Stem
Cells for Safer Medicines, is a public-
private consortium created with leading
pharmaceutical companies to use stem cells
to identify drug-safety problems ‘in petri
dishes, not in patients’. This type of
collaboration is an important step in
accelerating drug discovery.

Advanced instrumentation, better software
and innovative techniques are just part of
the story of accelerating drug discovery, but
important drivers that should translate to
safer, more targeted drugs and a more
efficient discovery process. DDWi


